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VIEW FROM THE CHAIR
Just when we were getting used to being out and about again,
the smoke rolled in from the wildfires in the US. And in New
Westminster, we had the big pier fire which poured more toxic
smoke into our air. It was nice to have some rain to wash everything
clean again.
Not too much rain, though! We still need outdoor time for our get-togethers.
It’s so good to see our calendar filling up again. Coffee Mondays, walks, lunches, and a few happy
hours arranged by individuals. Even Knit Wits!
I hope those who can are getting out to see a few people. Please reach out if you want
company in person or online. There’s always someone there in the VNC.
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Have you renewed your membership yet?
Why bother? Maybe you're thinking that it's not worth renewing because there aren't many
activities going on. And you aren't going out much anyway.

But there are certain fixed expenses in keeping the club running, from insurance to web hosting.
Hey, if you're reading this newsletter, you're using one of the services of the club!
$25 doesn't mean much to most of us but your $25 could make the difference of whether
Vancouver Newcomers Club remains viable.

Vancouver Newcomers Club was here for us when we needed it; let's do our part to ensure that it
will still exist after the pandemic for us and for future newcomers down the road.

The easiest way to renew is to send an e-transfer to Barb Giroux, VNC Treasurer.
OR...mail a cheque to VNC Membership: 303-1275 West 7th Ave., Vancouver V6H 1B7
OR...give a cheque or $25 cash to Winnie or Barb at an upcoming event.

SENDING VIRTUAL HUGS TO..
October Birthday Girls:
Brenda Blair
Gina Devonald
Wendy Hanington
Chris Mason
Kat Oghigian
Julia Ware
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Heather Johnston and new grandbaby Laurel Olive

Paddy Meade, whose painting was selected as
the winner of the Heartwork competition by the

Rudi Corbett, recovering from knee replacement
surgery

East Side Culture Crawl and the Vancouver
Foundation, in support of the Vancouver
Foundation.

Meet Our Members
Barbara Kisilevsky
Retiring after 45 years as a professor at Queen's University in Kingston, ON, I moved to
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Vancouver to be closer to my children and grandchildren. I
enjoy reading, walking, Happy Hours, museums and plays, and
plan to start knitting again.

Vana Kiossis
I am from Greece and I moved to Canada with my family 5 years
ago. Vancouver reminds me of my homeland - the ocean, the green
areas, the mountains, the many people on the beach in the
summer... all this and much more... We started a wonderful new life
here and I feel very lucky to have met all the wonderful ladies of
our Club. My husband enjoyed the VIP meetings those Tuesdays! I
love aquafit, yoga, sci-fi movies, puzzles, good food, interesting
conversations and decoration.

Holly Kretschmer
I moved to Vancouver to be closer to my two daughters, Kaylyn and
Kristin in July 2017 and joined VNC in October. I’ve enjoyed working
part time and getting to know members. I have thoroughly enjoyed
the beauty of BC to hike, cycling, run, walk, ski and snowshoe and
of course HH!! Woohoo! I finally bought a waterproof rain coat this
year...so I’m here to stay.

Dalini Maharaj
My husband and I just moved from Hamilton to Vancouver in June
after I obtained my PhD degree from McMaster University. I came to
Vancouver to start my postdoctoral position at TRIUMF. I am very
excited to be here as I enjoy spending time in the great outdoors
either running, hiking, biking or camping. I'm originally from the twinisland republic of Trinidad and Tobago and enjoy cooking, cultural
exchange and "liming" with any good group of people. I look forward
to sharing fun times with everyone in the group!
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Okay, Dalini, I had to look up "liming"! For anyone else who doesn't know, it's an
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expression unique to Trinidad & Tobago, meaning hanging around
with friends, usually in a public place. Thanks for making the rest of
us a little smarter.

OCTOBER VNC ACTIVITIES
VNC MONTHLY ACTIVITIES continue outdoors with safe social distancing. Please join us while
the weather is good!
VNC SPECIAL EVENTS are occasional "one-off" experiences ranging from boat cruises to art
gallery tours to Happy Hour gatherings.
JOIN ME Events are not official Newcomers Activities, but simply an opportunity to invite others
to share an experience. Any member is welcome to submit a "JOIN ME" by sending the pertinent
information to Heather Johnston, Activities Chair.

Click on the image above to view the October Calendar on the VNC website.
Click here to get more details in the Activities Newsletter.
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COFFEE MONDAYS
Brenda asks that anyone planning to attend Monday coffees should
let her know in case she has to book tables or make alternate
arrangements. Remember that each week it's at a different venue.
Check the calendar for locations.

Click here to email Brenda Blair.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
IN VANCOUVER
IN OCTOBER
The ARTS CLUB Fall Theatre Trio- Live theatre is back with 3
plays over the next three months.
Vancouver Writers' Festival - October 19-25 - over 40 virtual
events designed to entertain, provoke and inspire.
Vancouver International Film Festival "VIFF at Home" - Sept
24-Oct. 9 Watch this year's stellar line-up from the comfort of your
home via VIFF Connect, VIFF’s new online streaming platform.
The Granville Island Turkey Trot 10K and Kids Run goes virtual
this year, Oct. 1-11, in support of local Food Banks.
How about a Wild Mushroom Foraging Tour? On various weekends in October, these are 2-hour easy walking trips through the
forest with a guide to identify edible wild plants.

OCTOBER QUIZ
Can you find 27 figures of speech embedded in this picture? (Start with "cat's got
your tongue.") Click here or on the image to enlarge it and to get the answers.
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NEWCOMERS ABOUT TOWN
Special Event: Lunch at Water Street Cafe

Brenda (missing from group photo
because she took the picture)

Marsha, Chris, Julia, Barbara
(Missing Linda as she dashed off to Knit Wits)
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Bev, Lorna, Kat, Charlene, Lori (note that Kat taught us how the rich and famous pose for pictures boobs up, chins out!)

Coffee at Vancouver Art Gallery

Barb, Bev, Marilyn and Charlene
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Maja, Charlene, Trudy, Monika, Kathryn and handsome masked man

Brenda and Marsha enjoying coffee at the VAG

Knit Wits Outdoors: Geri, Jane and Linda
(Missing: Monika the photographer)

Smoky skies didn't deter the Lunch Bunch from enjoying a picnic at Kits Beach
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Trudy and Winnie

Linda and Jax

Geri

The two Barbaras

Intrepid walkers in Pacific Spirit Park in the rain

Left: Pauline, Kathryn, Trudy, Sue and Barbara
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Special Event: Lunch on the patio at Pier 7 on the North Shore
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Linda, Geri, Charlene, Bev

Dalini, Chris, Brenda, Marsha

Please forward any suggestions or corrections to Newsletter Editor
Lori Jamison.
Did you know that you can access past newsletters on the VNC Website?
VNC Contact email is: membership@vancouvernewcomersclub.com
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